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Abstract: Internet has become a popular medium to get and provide information and services. Every user is a potential 
client, and every site a potential competitor. �Being there� is Internet strength and it is also its weakness. 
Surfing the Web produces a trace that hides important information concerning business opportunities and 
site usability issues. This paper discusses the use of an intelligent agent to interpret Web navigation history 
and act opportunistically to grasp business opportunities. We argue that such an agent should work off-line 
discovering relevant navigation patterns and work on-line acting, sending a message or changing Web page 
content, whenever a relevant navigation sequence is recognized. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Before the Internet became so popular, 
computational systems were only meant to work in 
closed well-defined environments. There is a clear 
communication focus, defined by the computational 
system, aimed towards users. The designing and 
testing of the human-computer interaction follow 
existing standard processes and are continuously 
adjusted. In other words, designers can plan the 
interaction, and later evaluate it within the intended 
environment, and according to the types of users. 
The Internet�s fast growth brought new computer 
system design challenges in terms of planning and 
evaluating human-computer interaction because of 
its anonymous and dynamic environment. 
Information and services are openly offered in this 
market to anyone willing to spend time, and 
sometimes money on a given Web page. Although 
there is a great demand for information and services, 
the supply level is also very high. Users can easily 
access to reach and leave a Web page.  

Since users can theoretically be anyone, the 
computer-interaction design issues changes from 
pre-defined planning to reactive planning. Web 

services and pages should target a specific audience. 
Distinguishing desired users in a Web interaction 
from anonymous ones, and making them 
�customers� are issues that must be addressed to 
develop a successful human-computer interaction in 
Internet systems.  

In this paper we present a model based on 
computational agent technology and parsing 
techniques that describes a way to derive 
navigational patterns from the usage log data of 
Internet Web pages/services. In addition to the 
explanation of the navigational pattern recognition 
agent, a reactive planning agent is also described, 
attached to a Web Service, showing its potential use, 
to adjust the human-web page interaction to provide 
users with a personalized treatment. 

2 WEB NAVIGATION 

The Web is full of sites presenting content and 
services. Each site is composed of a number of 
connected pages; each of them contains a certain 
amount of information. Navigating through the Web 
is to visit site pages in a structured or random order. 
A structured navigation represents moving from 
page to page according to site�s internal links. 



 

However, users may take an unsystematic approach 
such as use the Back button on a browser, jump into 
some previously registered favourite link, and use a 
search mechanism that brings a collection of 
opportunities or entering a new URL address. All of 
these Web browsing mechanisms can be purposeful 
or not. Users� behaviour is related to their purpose 
and to their ability to find what they are looking for. 
Combining these two factors, four types of Web 
navigation can be outlined: 
1. Direct search access: the navigation is 

purposeful; they know what they want, but not 
where to find it.  

2. Direct access: there is almost no navigation. 
Users know exactly where to find the desired 
content. 

3. Content-related access: the navigation is 
generally inside a web page; users follow 
logically or physically linked contents. 

4. Random access: there is no purpose on the 
navigation. The user jumps from topic to topic 
without a specific line of reasoning, a 
sightseeing task. 

Aside from the way people experience the Web, 
their visit to a site gets registered in a log file stored 
in the site server. Each visit is recorded as an 
anonymous contact. However, when users log into 
the web page or allow cookies into their 
environment, a connection can be derived 
delineating an interaction history for a user. 

The log file was created as a debugging 
mechanism; however it can be interpreted as the 
user-web site interaction. In addition to identifying 
users, interpreting a web site�s log may help 
diagnose its usability. To better understand users, 
going beyond a web site�s usage may be necessary. 
Agent technology offers a way to track users even 
outside the scope of a web site: the Big Brother 
approach. However there are some legal issues 
involved when applying this technology, such as 
guaranteeing users� privacy. Therefore, we will 
remain within the scope of a web site�s log. 

A navigation trace may form patterns that can 
show web page designers how to improve their site 
attractiveness and usability. A pattern is a rule that 
relates a problem, a solution and a context. In the 
Web, a pattern can be a sequence of pages that 
allows users to reach a specific set of content to 
satisfy their needs. The problem is kept in the user�s 
mind, the solution is within the navigation, and the 
context is the Web. There are many different ways 
to reach a desired content, some preferable over 
others. There are search engines that have already 
taken advantage of observed navigation patterns, 
such as: 

• Set-Based Navigation: it reorganizes the 
information by clustering related pages by topic. 
It is helpful when conducting a directed search; 

• News: it classifies information according to new 
and old. It allows easy access to new, unread 
information; 

• Bookmark/Favourites: it allows users to create 
their own space of subject interests. It builds 
shortcuts to information access; 

• Shopping Basket: this is a special function 
related to e-commerce. It allows one to keep 
track of the product choices made by a user 
during their visit. 

• Advanced Search Mechanisms: they allow users 
to restrict their search by refining the search 
space or specifying keywords. 

All of the above tools let users register patterns 
that work as shortcuts. However, they are not 
revealing in themselves nor do they directly reveal 
patterns when users interact with the Web. In this 
paper, we present and discuss an approach to let 
interaction patterns emerge, allowing designers to 
diagnose their web site design. Automatic navigation 
pattern recognition also can be used to provide sites 
with a layer of personalization; in other words, 
actions can be triggered when navigation patterns 
are recognized during an interaction. This latter use 
would enable the mass personalization of a web site. 

3 ADJUSTABLE SYSTEMS 

When building a computational system, 
designers focus on an intended group of users. When 
interacting with a system, users must first figure out 
how to achieve their goals with the available options 
offered by a system through its interface, Execution 
Golf (Card, Moran and Newell 1983). The system 
reacts to the users� actions and then users evaluate 
whether the system behaved as expected, Evaluation 
Golf (Card, Moran and Newell 1983). This process 
keeps going till users quit the application either 
because they have already accomplished their tasks 
or because they threw in the towel. 

The quality of the interaction is a key factor for a 
system�s success. Since quality is a vague term, 
researchers have tried to create more objective 
metrics. Usability (Nielsen 1993), instead of quality, 
has become the metric to measure human-computer 
interaction. There are different methods for 
measuring usability such as varying the method 
applied and the precision of the results. There are 
tradeoffs, but all of them are applicable in closed 
environments. On the other hand, although there are 
some heuristics available (Nielsen 1997), none are 
specifically adjusted to Internet systems. 



 

The task of evaluating a user�s interaction with a 
Web system faces difficult challenges due to the 
lack of focus. Data logs offer rich data as a source 
for a post-use analysis of users-web systems 
interaction. The analysis of these log data may show 
that users� actual navigation either followed the 
planned path, rarely followed the planned path, 
though users remained inside the web site, or didn�t 
last long.  

This navigational sensemaking may help 
designers to evaluate their Web site and to also 
create personalized gadgets attached to perceived 
navigation patterns. Each user may have a 
completely reformulated site (content and skin) to 
make it a one-on-one interaction. For instance, a 
user may always get full information about sports 
news. A frequent pattern indicating that may be a 
clue that this specific user chooses to read all the 
sports news first. This information could trigger a 
Web site adaptation for that specific user. This 
behavior can be adjusted with further use. 
One of the uses of navigation sensemaking is to offer 
users a unique experience when interacting with a 
site. By predicting a user’s navigation path, a Web 
site may reorganize itself to provide the user with a 
unique experience.  

Many systems offer personalization using users� 
demographic and behavioral stereotype models 
(Rich 1983). The task is to classify a new user 
according to a set of predefined stereotypes using a 
symbolic or sub-symbolic function. However, these 
are very static models that cast individuals according 
to average behavior (Gandy 2000). 

An interesting approach raised in e-commerce 
brings a dynamic profile definition, using a multi-
parametric function, to find similarities among Web 
users (Schafer, Konstan and Riedl 1999). They 
considered the similarities of products and users to 
calculate the �distance� among interests of users in a 
group. This distance works as a guide to provide 
product suggestions to users. A product, bought and 
well ranked by �user A� that bought and ranked 
other products similar to those of �user B� may be a 
good suggestion for �user B�. According to their 
research this distance keeps changing, thus giving a 
genuine sense of reality to people�s tastes. 

4 THE NAVIGATION 
SENSEMAKING MODEL 

There are two types of users that can benefit 
from tools built according to the NSM model. Web 
personalization provides a unique experience to 
surfers that want their individuality respected. On 

the other hand, site owners can understand their 
virtual clients and act properly to find new business 
opportunities, and fix their sites or sell their 
products/services. 

A pattern, in a NSM, is a sequence of visited 
pages that occurs with relevant frequency either by 
the same person or by users of a site in general. A 
pattern can be represented by a context dependent 
grammar. The pattern may or may not contain noise. 
A pattern without noise stands for a sequence of 
pages with exact matches. These patterns are 
represented by a context free grammar in which 
terminal nodes are site pages and non-terminal nodes 
are patterns to be recognized or further combined, 
such as: 
Pattern1 (35%, p|S) ! {PortalMainPage(98%), 

EconomyNewsPage (85%), Article Page (74%), 

ArticlePageDetailed(56%)} 

That reads: 98% of people that visits the subject 
offered by the portal�s site entered through its main 
page. From this universe, 85% went to the Economy 
page (direct link). Of these people, 74% checked an 
article presented on the Economy page. From this 
last amount, 56% of them browsed down the article 
to get further information on the subject. The 
significance of these patterns amounts to 35%, i.e., 
the result of multiplying (98%, 85%, 74%, 56%). 
Pattern representation holds the probability p|S of a 
user navigating according to Pattern 1, since he/she 
visited a subset �S� of an expected sequence. 

Dealing with noise requests a context-dependent 
grammar because noise is only identified though 
context. Noise in a pattern represents irrelevant 
pages that may or may not appear between tokens of 
a given sequence. Suppose a buying pattern, such as: 
BuyingPattern (x,p|S)!  

{SearchProduct(a1%), Basket(a2%), Buy(a3%)} 

This pattern could be relaxed by allowing further 
browsing between the Search Product and the Basket 
pages. Noise is represented by �[..]� with either: 
• a defined value for �n�, meaning that a defined 

number of pages may happen between two 
specific pages in a sequence, such as 

BuyingPattern (x,p|S) ! 

{SearchProduct(a1%), [..]n=1, Basket(a2%), 

Buy (a3%)} or 

• an undefined length of a pattern such as: 
BuyingPattern(x,p|S)!{SearchProduct(a1%), 

[..]n, Basket (a2%), Buy (a3%)}. 

The Navigation SenseMaking (NSM) model 
describes the behaviour of three special agents: 
Pattern Generator Agent (PGA), Pattern Recognition 
Agent (PRA), and Pattern Actuator Agent (PAA), 
that work together to make sense of surfers� Web 
page navigation and act upon opportunities, as 
illustrated in Figure 1. 



 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: The Navigation SenseMaking Model (NSM) is based on three agents. 
 

PGA is a well-defined task assistant agent. Its 
job is to analyze the log data and creates a report for 
owners showing specific patterns or the most 
common patterns found in the data. Although there 
are some issues concerning finding incomplete 
patterns, this agent is arguable as an agent or just a 
program. In the NSM, we represent it as an agent to 
make easier to understand the global picture. 

All the above agents use the server log data to 
define or find patterns. Its job is to search the Web 
log data for persistent sequences that may lead to a 
pattern. It builds a weighted parsing tree with each 
node of the tree containing a pattern description, i e., 
a complete or incomplete sequence of Web pages, 
the frequency of the sequence in the data log, and a 
referendum from the web user analyst. A sequence 
only becomes a pattern after human analysis, as the 
purpose is to reveal possible patterns and not to 
impose them.  

PRA acts in a user-driven style. This agent may 
be used to verify the existence of a specific pattern 
written by the web site analyst. Its lack of autonomy 
makes it more a proxy than an agent.  

PAA is triggered whenever a surfer enters a site 
and keeps listening to a surfer�s movement. 
Whenever it finds a navigation pattern with high 
support, it triggers an action that can, for instance, 
modify the next page the surfer will most probably 
visit, sending the surfer an e-mail message or modify 

the site�s navigation map. PAA consists of three 
modules: 
• Listener module: this module buffers the 

surfer�s navigation. It builds sequences of 
variable length that it sends to the Pattern 
Analyzer requesting an action. 

• Pattern Analyzer: the analyzer gets the 
sequences built by the Listener and searches the 
pattern database for similarities. If the patterns 
were only complete sequences, the comparison 
task would be easy and the answer either true or 
false. However, patterns have noise, and the 
matching task requires a more complex 
procedure. A supporting degree is created to 
assist in selecting the most likely match. 

• Actuator: after recognizing a sequence as part of 
a pattern with a high confidence degree, the pre-
defined attached actions over the interaction are 
fired. Timing is crucial and opens issues 
concerning the tradeoffs between concluding 
too early that a user was following a pattern 
versus missing the right time to act upon an 
opportunity. For instance, suppose the listener 
sent a size three sequence to be recognized. The 
Analyzer would recognize it as belonging to a 
size five pattern. Additionally, suppose the 
action is to change the content of a page 
including a product advertisement. The Actuator 
can change the content of the fourth or the fifth 
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page. The fourth page has a better chance of 
being accessed. On the other hand, if it takes too 
long to act, the PAA may miss the surfer�s visit 
to this fourth page. 

5 PILOT STUDY 

An implementation of the NSM model, called 
NSM*, has demonstrated the model was feasible and 
potentially useful for finding and acting upon 
business opportunities. It works in two modes: 
mining patterns and acting upon pattern recognition.  

NSM* was attached to �PorAqui!� a Brazilian 
map information site, as illustrated in Figure 2. We 
developed a controlled experiment where users 
followed a navigation script to induce patterns to 
appear. 

The �PorAqui!� Web site designer provided a 
lexicon and a description of each token, as illustrated 
in Table 1. 

Analyzing a week of usage data logs, PGA 
generated a weighted tree with some interesting 
patterns (from the Web site designer�s perspective), 
such as: 
• <ROOT"SERVICE-LOCAL-DEMAND"OUT>: 

there may be a problem related to 
the “Localization Service”. 

• <ROOT"SERVICE-ROUTE-
DEMAND"SERVICE-ROUTE>*: the user 
asks for more than one route in a 
session, and for each route 
requested, he/she has to go to the 
main page. It might be preferable to 
offer a shortcut for the 2nd route. 

• <ZOOM-IN>*: the answer (route) is 
rarely readable (not in right 
scale). 

• <SERVICE-ROUTE-DEMAND"MKT-ADS-IN-
ROUTE*>: users access marketing ads, 
generally more than one, associated 
with the route they are looking for. 

It also revealed some irrelevant patterns, such as: 
• <ROOT"[NOISE]"ROOT> 

 
Relevance is time, person and domain 

dependent. A pattern may be highly relevant in the 
beginning of a product campaign from the marketing 
perspective.  

In addition to assisting in revealing navigation 
pattern, NSM* can verify the occurrence of pre-
defined patterns. For example, one might be 
interested in checking whether the escape pattern has 
persisted. Last, but not least, PAA behaviour was 
successfully tested. In the experiment, PAA tracked 
�PorAqui!� users during their interaction with the 
site. A specific pattern was associated with the 
action of jumping to another site, the �TopBox� site 
(a questionnaire-based product evaluation site. PAA 
acted perfectly neither damaging �PorAqui� nor 
�TopBox�s� navigation performance. 

Patterns were represented by context-dependent 
rules with associated probabilities. Extracting 
patterns from huge logs is a data mining activity 
(Agraval 1995). We used statistical methods for that 
purpose. We considered a record a user visit to the 
site. Each visit contains many pages. Each site page 
represents a token previously catalogued as the site 
lexicon (site model). Initially, all possible patterns 
(from different sizes) were created from a visit. As 
more visits are analyzed, the less representative 
patterns are dropped in favour of new ones. We 
distributed this process through many processors to 
diminish computational time. Our claim does not 
concern the mining process, but the importance and 
use of it to understand and personalize a web site.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: PorAqui! Web site input and output pages for the Routing Service (www.poraqui.com.br). 
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Table 1: NSM* Lexicon for the Map Information Site (Web pages were purposefully faked to guarantee confidentiality). 

 
Web Page 

 
Token name Description 

www.poraqui.com/�/0 ROOT Main page 
www.poraqui.com/�/A INFO Direct access to a site page  
www.poraqui.com/�/B INFO Direct access to a site page 
www.poraqui.com/�/C SEARCH Use search engine to find subject within site 
www.poraqui.com/�/D SEARCH Use search engine to find subject within site 
www.poraqui.com/�/E SEARCH Use search engine to find subject within site 
www.poraqui.com/�/F SERVICE-ROUTE-DEMAND Use site service to get a route (input data) 
www.poraqui.com/�/G SERVICE-ROUTE Get an answer (a route) 
www.poraqui.com/�/H SERVICE-LOCAL-DEMAND Use site service to get a route (input data) 
www.poraqui.com/�/I SERVICE-LOCAL Get an answer (a route) 
www.poraqui.com/�/J LOGIN Log into the site 
www.poraqui.com/�/K MKT-ADS-IN-ROUTE Click on an Ad within a route 
www.poraqui.com/�/L MKT-ADS-BANNER Click on an Ad in a banner 
 

6 CONCLUSION 

This paper presented the Navigation 
SenseMaking model (NSM) to find navigation 
patterns obtained from analyzing Web site logs. We 
argue that there is at least three important uses for 
these navigation patterns: Site Usability Evaluation, 
Site Personalization and Recommendation Systems. 
NSM was implemented (NSM* system) in C++ 
using an Oracle database. We have tested it using 
two sites: a map information service site and a 
questionnaire-based product evaluation site. 

Although our experiment was modest, it has 
shown some interesting results. One site designer 
was less reluctant to make changes by looking at 
some undesirable navigation patterns. Noise patterns 
were problematic because they opened many 
explanation possibilities, sometimes contradictory. 
The cost of using noise patterns for real-time site 
updates seems too high for such dangerous results. 

Measuring the usefulness of a tool such as 
NSM* is very subjective and certainly needs more 
extensive experimentation. However, considering 
users browse the web for their own purpose and this 
navigation is recorded, we can assume that there is 
potentially important hidden information in these 
site logs. Finding new uses of this data can reveal an 
unseen world of new opportunities. A tool that 
assists Web navigation sensemaking empowers 
decision makers to find business opportunities. 
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